**Belgium**

- The Belgian federal government has announced that all international flights to and from the country will be suspended for the next three months.

- Passengers arriving from high-risk countries will be required to self-isolate for 14 days upon arrival.

- This includes passengers from countries such as the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Italy.

**Bhutan**

- All international flights to Bhutan are suspended until further notice.

- This includes passengers from Nepal, India, and China.

**Brunei**

- All international flights to Brunei are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia.

**Bulgaria**

- All international flights to Bulgaria are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from Italy, Spain, and Greece.

**China**

- All international flights to China are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, France, and the United Kingdom.

**Chinese Taipei**

- All international flights to Chinese Taipei are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from Japan, South Korea, and the Philippines.

**Cuba**

- All international flights to Cuba are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, Canada, and Mexico.

**Czechia**

- All international flights to Czechia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from Italy, Spain, and Germany.

**Denmark**

- All international flights to Denmark are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from France, Spain, and Italy.

**Estonia**

- All international flights to Estonia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United Kingdom, Spain, and Italy.

**France**

- All international flights to France are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Germany**

- All international flights to Germany are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Ghana**

- All international flights to Ghana are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Greece**

- All international flights to Greece are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Guatemala**

- All international flights to Guatemala are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Hong Kong**

- All international flights to Hong Kong are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Hungary**

- All international flights to Hungary are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**India**

- All international flights to India are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Indonesia**

- All international flights to Indonesia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Israel**

- All international flights to Israel are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Italy**

- All international flights to Italy are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Japan**

- All international flights to Japan are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Kazakhstan**

- All international flights to Kazakhstan are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Kuwait**

- All international flights to Kuwait are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Kuwait**

- All international flights to Kuwait are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Latvia**

- All international flights to Latvia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Lithuania**

- All international flights to Lithuania are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Luxembourg**

- All international flights to Luxembourg are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Malaysia**

- All international flights to Malaysia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Mexico**

- All international flights to Mexico are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Moldova**

- All international flights to Moldova are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Netherlands**

- All international flights to the Netherlands are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Norway**

- All international flights to Norway are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Poland**

- All international flights to Poland are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Portugal**

- All international flights to Portugal are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Romania**

- All international flights to Romania are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Russia**

- All international flights to Russia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Singapore**

- All international flights to Singapore are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Slovakia**

- All international flights to Slovakia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Slovenia**

- All international flights to Slovenia are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**South Korea**

- All international flights to South Korea are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Spain**

- All international flights to Spain are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Sweden**

- All international flights to Sweden are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Switzerland**

- All international flights to Switzerland are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Taiwan (Provisional)**

- All international flights to Taiwan (Provisional) are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Thailand**

- All international flights to Thailand are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Turkey**

- All international flights to Turkey are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**United Arab Emirates**

- All international flights to the United Arab Emirates are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**United Kingdom**

- All international flights to the United Kingdom are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**United States**

- All international flights to the United States are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Vietnam**

- All international flights to Vietnam are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

**Zimbabwe**

- All international flights to Zimbabwe are suspended for the next three months.

- This includes passengers from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.
2. All passenger arrivals from countries with Coronavirus (COVID-19) confirmed cases shall submit a health declaration form on arrival.

3. Passengers arriving from countries with Coronavirus (COVID-19) confirmed cases must submit a health declaration form on arrival.

4. Airline crew for repatriation flights are subject to a medical control and will complete a declaration on arrival or when transiting French Polynesia. The certificate must be completed before departure via the French consular offices abroad or online at https://www.interieur.gouv.fr.

5. Visitors arriving from Japan who have been in the cruise ship 'Diamond Princess' are not allowed to transit or enter Korea (Rep.).

6. Visas issued to nationals of Japan (at Korean Diplomatic Missions in Japan) before 9 March 2020 are invalidated.

7. Nationals of Japan who do not hold a Korean visa issued on or after 9 March 2020 will not be allowed to transit or enter (Korea Rep.).

8. All visas on arrival are suspended.

9. Neither nationals of Maldives and their dependents are allowed to enter.

10. Nationals and residents of Maldives will be subject to 14-day quarantine upon arrival. Carriers intending to carry nationals of Maldives on inbound flights shall seek prior approval from relevant authorities.

11. All passengers are subject to mandatory self-quarantine for 14 days. Carriers intending to transport crews shall ensure that their crews download ‘self-quarantine safety protection mobile app’ in addition to the self-diagnosis app.

12. Rights to fly to be suspended.

13. No passenger arrivals from countries with Coronavirus (COVID-19) confirmed cases are required to quarantine self for 14 days.

14. Rights to fly are suspended.

15. Rights to fly are suspended.

16. Rights to fly are suspended.

17. Rights to fly are suspended.

18. Rights to fly are suspended.

19. Rights to fly are suspended.

20. Rights to fly are suspended.

21. Rights to fly are suspended.

22. Rights to fly are suspended.

23. Rights to fly are suspended.

24. Rights to fly are suspended.

25. Rights to fly are suspended.

26. Rights to fly are suspended.

27. Rights to fly are suspended.

28. Rights to fly are suspended.

29. Rights to fly are suspended.

30. Rights to fly are suspended.

31. Rights to fly are suspended.

32. Rights to fly are suspended.

33. Rights to fly are suspended.

34. Rights to fly are suspended.

35. Rights to fly are suspended.

36. Rights to fly are suspended.

37. Rights to fly are suspended.

38. Rights to fly are suspended.

39. Rights to fly are suspended.

40. Rights to fly are suspended.

41. Rights to fly are suspended.

42. Rights to fly are suspended.

43. Rights to fly are suspended.

44. Rights to fly are suspended.

45. Rights to fly are suspended.

46. Rights to fly are suspended.

47. Rights to fly are suspended.

48. Rights to fly are suspended.

49. Rights to fly are suspended.

50. Rights to fly are suspended.

51. Rights to fly are suspended.

52. Rights to fly are suspended.

53. Rights to fly are suspended.

54. Rights to fly are suspended.

55. Rights to fly are suspended.

56. Rights to fly are suspended.

57. Rights to fly are suspended.

58. Rights to fly are suspended.

59. Rights to fly are suspended.

60. Rights to fly are suspended.

61. Rights to fly are suspended.

62. Rights to fly are suspended.

63. Rights to fly are suspended.

64. Rights to fly are suspended.

65. Rights to fly are suspended.

66. Rights to fly are suspended.

67. Rights to fly are suspended.

68. Rights to fly are suspended.

69. Rights to fly are suspended.

70. Rights to fly are suspended.

71. Rights to fly are suspended.

72. Rights to fly are suspended.

73. Rights to fly are suspended.

74. Rights to fly are suspended.

75. Rights to fly are suspended.

76. Rights to fly are suspended.

77. Rights to fly are suspended.

78. Rights to fly are suspended.

79. Rights to fly are suspended.

80. Rights to fly are suspended.

81. Rights to fly are suspended.

82. Rights to fly are suspended.

83. Rights to fly are suspended.

84. Rights to fly are suspended.

85. Rights to fly are suspended.

86. Rights to fly are suspended.

87. Rights to fly are suspended.

88. Rights to fly are suspended.

89. Rights to fly are suspended.

90. Rights to fly are suspended.

91. Rights to fly are suspended.

92. Rights to fly are suspended.

93. Rights to fly are suspended.

94. Rights to fly are suspended.

95. Rights to fly are suspended.

96. Rights to fly are suspended.

97. Rights to fly are suspended.

98. Rights to fly are suspended.

99. Rights to fly are suspended.

100. Rights to fly are suspended.

101. Rights to fly are suspended.

102. Rights to fly are suspended.

103. Rights to fly are suspended.

104. Rights to fly are suspended.

105. Rights to fly are suspended.

106. Rights to fly are suspended.

107. Rights to fly are suspended.

108. Rights to fly are suspended.

109. Rights to fly are suspended.

110. Rights to fly are suspended.

111. Rights to fly are suspended.

112. Rights to fly are suspended.

113. Rights to fly are suspended.

114. Rights to fly are suspended.

115. Rights to fly are suspended.

116. Rights to fly are suspended.

117. Rights to fly are suspended.

118. Rights to fly are suspended.

119. Rights to fly are suspended.

120. Rights to fly are suspended.

121. Rights to fly are suspended.

122. Rights to fly are suspended.

123. Rights to fly are suspended.

124. Rights to fly are suspended.

125. Rights to fly are suspended.

126. Rights to fly are suspended.

127. Rights to fly are suspended.

128. Rights to fly are suspended.

129. Rights to fly are suspended.

130. Rights to fly are suspended.

131. Rights to fly are suspended.

132. Rights to fly are suspended.

133. Rights to fly are suspended.

134. Rights to fly are suspended.

135. Rights to fly are suspended.

136. Rights to fly are suspended.

137. Rights to fly are suspended.

138. Rights to fly are suspended.

139. Rights to fly are suspended.

140. Rights to fly are suspended.

141. Rights to fly are suspended.

142. Rights to fly are suspended.

143. Rights to fly are suspended.

144. Rights to fly are suspended.

145. Rights to fly are suspended.

146. Rights to fly are suspended.

147. Rights to fly are suspended.

148. Rights to fly are suspended.

149. Rights to fly are suspended.

150. Rights to fly are suspended.

151. Rights to fly are suspended.

152. Rights to fly are suspended.

153. Rights to fly are suspended.

154. Rights to fly are suspended.

155. Rights to fly are suspended.

156. Rights to fly are suspended.

157. Rights to fly are suspended.

158. Rights to fly are suspended.

159. Rights to fly are suspended.

160. Rights to fly are suspended.

161. Rights to fly are suspended.

162. Rights to fly are suspended.

163. Rights to fly are suspended.

164. Rights to fly are suspended.

165. Rights to fly are suspended.

166. Rights to fly are suspended.

167. Rights to fly are suspended.

168. Rights to fly are suspended.

169. Rights to fly are suspended.

170. Rights to fly are suspended.

171. Rights to fly are suspended.

172. Rights to fly are suspended.

173. Rights to fly are suspended.

174. Rights to fly are suspended.

175. Rights to fly are suspended.

176. Rights to fly are suspended.

177. Rights to fly are suspended.

178. Rights to fly are suspended.

179. Rights to fly are suspended.

180. Rights to fly are suspended.

181. Rights to fly are suspended.

182. Rights to fly are suspended.

183. Rights to fly are suspended.

184. Rights to fly are suspended.

185. Rights to fly are suspended.

186. Rights to fly are suspended.

187. Rights to fly are suspended.

188. Rights to fly are suspended.

189. Rights to fly are suspended.

190. Rights to fly are suspended.

191. Rights to fly are suspended.

192. Rights to fly are suspended.

193. Rights to fly are suspended.

194. Rights to fly are suspended.

195. Rights to fly are suspended.

196. Rights to fly are suspended.

197. Rights to fly are suspended.

198. Rights to fly are suspended.

199. Rights to fly are suspended.

200. Rights to fly are suspended.
Airports in the Philippines are closed. All airports are closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Nepal

All Airports are closed until further notice. International flights to Nepal are suspended until further notice. Domestic flights will resume in the near future.

Palau

All airports are closed until further notice. Palau needs this time to implement its screening procedures.

New Caledonia

All airports are closed until further notice. New Caledonia has extended its suspension of scheduled international air traffic until the end of July.

Solomon Islands

All airports are closed until further notice. The ban does not apply to diplomatic, special and national content flights.

Thailand

All airports are closed until further notice. The ban does not apply to diplomatic, special and national content flights.

Vietnam

All airports are closed until further notice. Vietnam is under COVID-19 lockdown.

Samoa

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers, including returning residents entering Samoa, must have a medical certificate issued by a registered medical practitioner within 3 days before their arrival into Samoa.

Republic of Palau

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers, including returning residents entering Palau, must have a medical certificate issued by a registered medical practitioner within 3 days before their arrival into Palau.

Singapore

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Singapore, including Singapore Citizens, Permanent Residents and passengers with a Long Term Pass (including passengers with a Work Pass, Student Pass, Dependent's Pass, and Long Term Visit Pass) upon entry into Singapore, they must serve a 14-day self-isolation at designated Stay-Home-Notice (SHN) facilities.

Mongolia

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Mongolia must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into Mongolia. 

Majuro

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering the State of Majuro must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into the State of Majuro.

Mongolia

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Mongolia must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into Mongolia.

Singapore

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Singapore, including Singapore Citizens, Permanent Residents and passengers with a Long Term Pass (including passengers with a Work Pass, Student Pass, Dependent's Pass, and Long Term Visit Pass) upon entry into Singapore, they must serve a 14-day self-isolation at designated Stay-Home-Notice (SHN) facilities.

Palau

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Palau, must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into Palau.

Samoa

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Samoa, including Samoan passport holders who are permanent residents of other countries, must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into Samoa.

Palau

All airports are closed until further notice. All travelers entering Palau, must have a medical certificate issued within 3 days before their arrival into Palau.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>ICAO Code</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
<th>Other Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>All airports</td>
<td>UFN</td>
<td>1. Flights to Turkmenistan are suspended until 20 May 2020. - This does not apply to repatriation flights of nationals and residents of Turkmenistan. 2. Passengers are required to have a health report from the health organizations of the country they are arriving from. The report must show that they have undergone the Coronavirus (COVID-19) check and been tested negative.</td>
<td>OCHA (Geneva) tracking as of 7 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td>Funafuti</td>
<td>NGFU</td>
<td>Airlines suspended all intl pax flights</td>
<td>Gov't email Suspension set by airlines; Dated 24 Mar 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
<td>All airports</td>
<td>UFN</td>
<td>Vanuatu ports of entry are closed.</td>
<td>OCHA (Geneva) tracking as of 7 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>All airports</td>
<td>UFN</td>
<td>1. Passengers are not allowed to enter Viet Nam. - This does not apply to passengers on diplomatic or official duty. They will be subject to mandatory medical declaration and self-isolation. - This does not apply to passengers who are experts, business managers or highly skilled workers. They will be subject to mandatory medical declaration and self-isolation. - This does not apply to passengers approved by National Steering Committee on Covid-19 Prevention and Control. - This does not apply to airline crew. They will be subject to mandatory medical declaration and self-isolation. 2. For transportation of nationals of Vietnam returning to Vietnam, airlines must contact the Vietnamese diplomatic representative agency in the local country in advance. Noi Bai International Airport (HAN) is temporarily suspending all flights. 3. All passengers will be placed on quarantine at a designated facility for 14 days upon arrival. 4. All passengers must fill out a quarantine form prior to arrival. 5. All passengers who travel for diplomatic or official purpose will undergo a medical examination at the border.</td>
<td>OCHA (Geneva) tracking as of 7 May 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. All visa issuances are suspended. 5. Nationals of Italy and Korea (Rep.) with a normal passport are no longer visa exempt. 6. Nationals of Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Spain, Sweden and passengers with a British passport are no longer visa exempt. 7. All visa issuances are suspended. 8. Nationals of Italy and Korea (Rep.) with a normal passport are no longer visa exempt. 9. Nationals of Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iran, Italy, Korea (Rep.), Norway, Spain, Sweden or United Kingdom are no longer visa exempt. 10. Nationals of Belarus, Japan and Russian Fed. with a normal passport are no longer visa exempt. 11. Nationals of Belarus, Japan and Russian Fed. with a Certificate of Visa Exemption issued by Viet Nam are no longer visa exempt.